
The Role of Probation in 
Pre-Trial Diversion



Overview
u Pre-Trial Services in Probation

u What has been done in the past

u What is being done now

u Prospects for the future



The National 
Probation 
Service
England & 
Wales

u Statutory criminal justice service that supervises 
offenders in the community in England and Wales

u Offender Rehabilitation Act  2014, 21 community 
rehabilitation companies (CRCs)

u CRCs manage low- and medium-risk offenders

u National Probation Service (NPS) manage higher 
risk offenders

3 main responsibilities

1. Pre-sentence reports for courts to guide sentencing  
after conviction (NPS responsibility)

2. Supervising community sentences (on a Community 
Order – as a sentence, or a Suspended Sentence 
Orders)

3. Supervising offenders released from prison (short 
setences = CRCs; longer sentences = preparing those 
serving sentences of over 4 years for parole, and 
then supervising them on parole licenses)



“Our priority is to protect 
the public by the effective 
rehabilitation of high risk 
offenders, by tackling the 
causes of offending and 
enabling offenders to turn 
their lives around.”



Statistics on Probation… Caseload
30 September 2018

https://data.justice.gov.uk/probation



https://data.justice.gov.uk/probation



Pre-Trial Services by Probation

u Pre-Trial Services (diversion of defendants from a remand in 
custody):

u Bail information & bail support
u Advice on specific bail conditions
u Mental health diversion schemes (at the police station, in court 

or in custody) – advice and information from probation staff 
sometimes

u Probation run Approved Premises offering support servicest

u Bail Accommodation and Support Services (BASS) (2007)
u Women’s Centres
u Community Hubs with the imposition of a curfew



Pre-Trial Services in Probation – Bail information.   

u Bail information schemes primarily address the issue of a stable address and 
thereby the likelihood of absconding to avoid court proceedings

u Pioneered in the US in the 60s (‘Manhattan Bail Project’)
• Project staff interviewed defendants to gather information about family and 

community ties, employment, criminal history and current charges; advised judge 
on the appropriateness of a non-financial release 

• Considerable success in diverting defendants from unnecessary remand in custody 
simply by verifying community ties and offering bail hostel placements



Bail information schemes

u Introduced in UK in late 1970s, but then unnecessary due to success 
of Bail Act 1976 which significantly reduced the existing prison 
remand population by creating a presumption in favour of bail

u Late 1980s: Remand population had increased again to 22% (8% in 
1976), Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) introduced in 1986 à rolled 
out bail information schemes to all Magistrates Courts in England and 
Wales, doubled number of probation services

u Vulnerable due to funding issues in the early to mid-1990s



Pre-Trial Services in Probation – Bail support
u Bail support schemes address three major reasons for objecting to 

bail: the lack of a stable address, the seriousness of the offencem
and the likelihood that the defendant will commit further offences 
whilst on bail

u Can include e.g. escort to court, conditional programme e.g. 
treatment plus residence at bail hostel. Some voluntary, some 
statutory to ensure defendant surrenders to custody, does not commit 
offence while on bail, does not interfere with witnesses and is 
available for enquiries

u Emerged in early 1990s, but no national standard or key performance 
indicator left them vulnerable to budget cuts – most were terminated 
towards end of 1990s



Public Interest Case 
Assessment (PICA) 
schemes

u Experimental scheme in Inner London 
early 90s

u Probation officers given the job of 
seeing whether there was information 
that would make a case cautionable

u Led to more cautions (even in cases 
where no additional information was 
provided)

Brown et al. (1992) Discontinuance of Criminal 
Proceedings in the Public Interest.

Sanders, Young & Burton (2010). Criminal Justice, 
4th Ed, Oxford University Press



Public Interest 
Case Assessment 
(PICA) schemes

Unfortunately, costs for scheme were greater 
than savings achieved through diversion of 
these cases from courts

Abandoned over time - partly because the
Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) did not 
discontinue all the cases they could have 
discontinued, despite the extra information

Many PICA cases that continued received a 
conditional discharge in court (suggesting 
sufficient non-seriousness to warrant 
discontinuance)

Sanders, Young & Burton (2010). Criminal Justice, 
4th Ed, Oxford University Press



Public Interest 
Case Assessment 
(PICA) schemes

PICA schemes show that just sensitizing prosecutors to 
the issue leads to more discontinuances (even if not 
enough)

Extra information provided by PICA schemes enables CPS 
to make their own independent decisions (Police did 
either not collect all relevant information or kept them 
from CPS)

Until PICA schemes become widespread, CPS will not be 
able to fulfil its statutory obligations

Prosecutors have no way of knowing what gaps there are 
in the information they receive and thus cannot apply 
the Code satisfactorily

Runciman Commission (Royal Commission on Criminal 
Justice) recommended that PICA schemes should be 
expanded across the country

Sanders, Young & Burton (2010). Criminal Justice, 
4th Ed, Oxford University Press



Effectiveness of Pre-Trial Services
A number of reports demonstrated that bail 
information schemes were effective in terms of 
defendants responding to bail, reducing re-offending 
on bail, and the relative costs of a custodial remand. 
Bail Information
u Godson & Mitchell (1991) ‘halo effect’: there was more likely to be a 

bail application by defence lawyers if a bail information sheet was 
available

u Lloyd (1992), Warner & McIvor (1994) and Collyer et al (1993) effective 
in assisting the CPS to avoid unnecessary remands in custody

u Beamer (1991), Williams (1992), and Nottingham & Mitchell (1994), 
bail information effectively diverted defendants, who had been 
remanded in custody, back into the community

u Drakeford et al (2001) an effective, pro-active bail management 
strategy could be expected to save up to £150m per year by reducing 
the remand population to half its current size



Bail Support Schemes

u West Midlands Probation Service (1997) 83% of defendants 
concluded their time on the bail support programme 
without re-offending 

u Northamptonshire Probation Service (1996) 92% of bail 
supportees completed their programme without re-
offending

u Pritchard and Cox (1996) successfully diverting 300 heroin 
dependent people could save the CJS £2,737.50



Effective Bail Scheme (EBS)

u Bail & Support (adults) (Yorkshire and Humberside)

u Need for centralised system of monitoring; need for consistency; bail 
support v ‘Restriction on Bail’;  overuse by people who had committed 
low level crimes (e.g. shoplifting, being drunk and disorderly)

General Concerns

u Under-occupancy  and lack of constructive activity (Inspection, 1993)

u Better supervision and surveillance by 1998 (Inspection, 1998). Shift 
from ‘friend’ of offenders to contributor to public protection



A period of change in the 1990s
u Whose side is probation on?

u From social work to social control

u Advise, assist and befriend ->  assess, manage and control

u A new discourse…

u The impact on Bail hostels

- 1993 HMIP review of hostels 'hostels were struggling to find a regime 
suited to the new rationale, defined by National Standards in terms of 
offering an enhanced level of supervision within a structured and 
supportive environment'. A re-inspection of hostel work in 1998 
reported 'significant progress’

u 1996, ACOP: 'Probation/Bail hostels should be targeted at statutory 
cases, which are assessed as high risk, temporary high risk 
(respite/emergency care) and uncertain risk (a need for a more 
thorough assessment in a stable environment).



A period of change in the 1990s

u Some probation-run hostels were always used for post-conviction 
accommodation, but some had accommodated people on bail  

u The dominance of the public protection agenda meant Bail 
information and bail support schemes  largely abandoned...the public 
protection agenda led instead to ‘Approved Premises’ to manage and 
control more serious/high risk offenders in the community

u Labour Government 1997, reforms to criminal justice system, some 
new investment...and new ideas



Bail Accommodation and Support Service
u This is a scheme to accommodate people on bail and on Home 

Detention Curfew. The service is for adults who need a suitable 
address, or some support, so that they can avoid be remanded in 
custody or released from prison. Certain people are not eligible:

o those convicted/charged with a sexual offence listed in Schedule 3 to 
the Sexual Offences Act 2003;

o those who pose a significant risk to the public, to BASS staff or to others in a 
shared house;

o those under 18 years of age; or

o those unable to pay rent or claim housing benefit



A modern day accommodation and support service

u Nacro BASS, commissioned by the Ministry of Justice, gives people who are 
eligible to be released from prison or bailed from court somewhere stable to 
live and the support they need to move on to an independent, crime-free 
future. It provides accommodation and support in the community to people 
who do not have a suitable address, or who need some extra support, during 
the period of their bail, Home Detention Curfew or Intensive Community 
Order.

u ‘We provide a mix of one-bed self-contained flats and two-, three- and four-
bed shared houses with communal living space, kitchen and bathroom. 
Families can be accommodated where needed. Nacro Support Officers 
undertake regular visits to provide mandatory support and to monitor 
adherence to bail conditions and any licence requirements. We also help 
individuals to find stable accommodation to move on to and offer support with 
employment, managing money, health and wellbeing, substance misuse and 
relationship building if necessary.’

u Nacro BASS works in consultation with the Ministry of Justice, the Police, Local 
Authorities and Community Rehabilitation Companies.



Probation and 
Community 
Engagement

u Long standing uncertainty about who 
probation should represent. Are 
probation officers servants of the court, 
representatives of local communities or 
now merely civil servants? 

u Recent probation practice focused on 
risk management and public protection. 
Has this alienated probation 
practitioners from the communities 
they serve? How can practitioners re-
engage with their communities?

Senior (2013) Community engagement: 
Innovation; past, present and future. 
Probation Journal 60(3). DOI: 
10.1177/0264550513493822 



Probation and 
Community 
Engagement –

Too little, too 
late?

It has become harder for probation to remain relevant and 
focused on community engagement 

Pressure to deliver risk management and public protection has 
moved much probation practice toward ’control of the 
community’ rather than ’control by the community’

Some positive trends incl. developments in restorative 
justice, desistance strategies and social inclusion, multi 
agency partnerships and community safety endeavours

However: The core of the present-day probation service 
delivers statutory services on behalf of a system more geared 
to ’punishment in the community’ than community 
engagement



The Future I
1. Engagement requires opening the office doors and other channels of 

communication 
• Office-bound practices create distance and symbolize power-differential
• Engaging in an open, transparent and co-productive manner would create a more 

meaningful dialogue 
• Cross-agency working: engagement in co-located settings enhances understanding 

of each other’s perspective 

2. Effective intervention requires effective partnering 
• Working in an integrated multi agency fashion, utilizing co-location preferably 

within the catchment area, will benefit outcomes and will enable the different 
skill sets of different agencies to be brought to bear on the issues and problems

3. Working together on problem solving enhances engagement 
• The development of the Offender Engagement Programme (Copsey, 2011) started 

from a simple premise of asking the offender what they desired from the 
relationship, leading to joint decision making on sentence plans, a more motivated 
offender and ultimately more successful outcomes

• This principle extends to other significant people in the offender’s social network



The Future II
4. Listening to the evidence 

• In recent consultation on government proposals for ’Transforming Rehabilitation’ 
(MoJ, 2013) nearly 600 responses offered massive database of ’what works’ 

• However, too often new policies seem to be based on policy-based evidence rather 
than informed by research…

5. The re-emergence of relationships
• Person-centred and collaborative practices where motivated individuals are 

engaged to change are much more likely to achieve their goals than arbitrary 
referral to offending behaviour programmes

• New models of supervision have supported the importance of continuity of care 
and the centrality of relationships while also emphasizing the importance of social 
context

6. Getting back out into the community 
• Integrated Offender Management, a multi-agency, community-based reintegration 

programme, has shown that working with offenders alongside other agencies such 
as police and local voluntary agencies enables a more nuanced and effective set of 
responses to be developed that also feed back into crime prevention more widely

• Important role of community-safety-partnerships (CSPs); but: funding struggles



The possibility of a return to Pre-trial support with the 
involvement of probation

u Scene set for change…

u New possibilities with the increasing role of the voluntary sector

u Ordinary people supporting other ordinary people

A 2003 vision:  women’s centres
u Labour Government inspiration

u Together Women – five projects across 2 regions

u ‘One stop shops’ – holistic services – ‘wrap around’ services for women

u Boost from a major review of vulnerable women in the criminal justice 
system (Jean Corston Report, 2007), more funding -> more centres

u Centres used for and by women at risk of offending, women on bail, 
women referred by the police, women on community orders, women 
released from prison – a resource for women



DAWN Project 
Cambridge & 
Peterborough
u One-stop service for women who 

are or have been in the criminal 
justice system or who are at risk 
of offending

u Holistic approach to support 
women with complex needs to 
rebuild their lives

u Overall aim is to reduce re-
offending, provide an alternative 
to custodial sentences for 
women and reduce the instances 
of breaching community orders

https://www.cwrc.org.uk/dawn
project.php



DAWN Project Cambridge & Peterborough

u Offer specific interventions, working closely with responsible 
officers/probation and CRC staff to deliver 1:1 and group 
work including:

Support for people on bail, supervision of court order; supervision of 
unpaid work as  a requirement of a Community Order; engagement 
support orders for sex workers; delivery of WEWRAR (Women’s 
Emotional Wellbeing Rehabilitation Activity Requirement), Victim 
Awareness

u Member of Women's Breakout www.womensbreakout.org.uk

third sector umbrella organisation which represented 55 voluntary 
and community sector organisations, working with women offenders 
and women at risk of involvement in the CJS, in gender sensitive 
environment



Community Hubs for 
Probation Supervision

u Places where agencies (including 
CRCs) share premises & pool 
resources to offer a holistic 
service, addressing housing, 
drugs, alcohol and 
unemployment

u Intention: CRC service users 
benefit from this multi- agency 
service while meeting the formal 
reporting requirements of their 
order or licence

u Some community hubs provide 
services to the public and 
provide help beyond the end of a 
period of statutory supervision

Dominey (2018) The Use of Community Hubs to 
Deliver Probation Supervision. Working Links report.



Community 
Hubs for 
Probation 
Support and 
Supervision

‘It’s nice. You got them all in the one 
room and they’re available. You’re not in 
an official surrounding, ringing up to 
access an appointment with these 
services. That kind of makes it further in 
the distance and harder to reach. 
Whereas, here, they’re all there and it’s 
all in the one room and you can hop from 
one desk to the other. And, when I leave, I 
feel like I’ve achieved something- “I’ve 
got stuff done today!”’  

(quote by a service user)



Community 
Hubs –
Study 
Findings 

The characteristics and skills of community 
hub staff are paramount. Service users felt 
that community hub staff knew them well, 
listened to their concerns and responded in a 
practical way.

The community hub model increases service 
user awareness of other agencies and 
smooths, speeds and sometimes does away 
with the referral process to these services. 

Meeting the recorded needs of service users 
requires input from agencies working in: 
housing and homelessness, drugs, alcohol, 
domestic violence, employment and training, 
and mental health.



Voluntary sector’s role 
in the future 
probation model -
Recommendations

“There must be opportunities 
and sufficient resource within 
and beyond Rehabilitation 
Activity Requirements for the 
voluntary sector to design and 
deliver what they do best - truly 
flexible, holistic and responsive 
desistance based services.”

CLINKS (2019) Ensuring the voluntary 
sector’s role in the future probation 
model



5 Challenges?

u Challenge:  Is a bail accommodation and support service needed?

u Compare:  What works best? who performs best in terms of providers?

u Consult:  What do users, stakeholders and staff think about the 
service?

u Compete:  Who is best able to deliver the service?  Public, private, 
voluntary sector?

u Collaborate:  Who else has an interest in this service? And how can 
responsibility be shared with Probation




